Tailored FREE Presentations To Suite Individual Opportunities
Ideal for clubs – institutes – professional groups – ngo’s
“It was informative and insightful and gave us a fascinating insight into the literary world of combining environmentalism with
thriller writing.-Susan Jones, Producer/Director, Redhead Business Films
“Weaving environmental facts into a pacey adventure story makes the issues accessible to people who may not normally be
interested or aware of the impacts.” Dr. Nicolette Lawson
“A fascinating mixture of contemporary environmental issues and politics contained within an exciting adventure story to focus
the readers’ attention on these important issues.” Professor Elizabeth Hughes
“David has a strong sense of our inherited privilege, and the duties this should bring to ensure we pass on a rich legacy; but all
packaged in fast-paced, gripping stories.” Beverley Nielsen, Birmingham City University director

“There is a germ of an idea to begin
with - a snippet of knowledge based on
real facts. But where the stories go to,
how they end, and how facts mix with
fiction is as much of an adventure to me
as they are, hopefully, to the reader.”
WHAT I KNEW
The Final Shah Mat
Evidence of the disillusionment of people about those who govern them is rife across the planet. And I
had always puzzled why California, potentially the 15 th richest country in the world, did not declare UDI
and leave the USA.
The Acionna Projects
Water is the most critical of our natural resources. Without it, we die. And I knew the dreadful story of
the Aral Sea.
The Hwanung Solution
I knew the melting of the permafrost is causing problems across the Arctic. I knew the sea ice was
melting.
WHAT I DID NOT KNOW
The name of my hero – how any of the books would end – current activity in California – an abandoned
nuclear town – changing shipping routes – ancient water wars – current threats of water wars – and
much, much more
I can provide computer – projector – sound system – a programme mixed with video inserts – and me!
Presentations from 20 to 60 minutes – or whatever you need

David Middleton
davidm@dmc-sd.co.uk - 0121 444 2683 – www.davidmiddleton-author.com

